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Abstract--Fuzzy control has proven effective for complex, nonlinear, imprecisely-defined processes 
for which standard models and controls are impractical or cannot be derived. Deriving fuzzy control 
is, however, often difficult and time-consuming. Furthermore, severe problems of high-dimensionality 
are usually encountered in the implementation of control for systems with multiple inputs and outputs. 
More efficient and systematic methods for knowledge acquisition and fuzzy controller synthesis are 
needed. Effective, intelligent automated systems, such as adaptive fuzzy controllers, capable of 
learning from process data ss well as incorporating linguistic data, possess significant advantages 
that make them attractive candidates for the much needed technology. An adaptive fuzzy controller 
could automatically generate a set of fuzzy control rules and improve on them ss the control process 
evolves. In this paper, we survey major results on the development of intelligent, adaptive fuzzy 
control. Particular focus is given to methods which combine the learning capabilities of neural 
networks with fuzzy logic control, as these appear to be most promising. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Uncertainty plays a significant role in many control processes which arise in practice. Stochastic 
control methods have been applied to problems in which the uncertainty is due to randomness, 
while fuzzy control extends our treatment to the domains of imprecision and vagueness [l]. 
Modeling and control of such processes can be complex and difficult. However, building into a 
control system the capability to learn and to improve its knowledge on the basis of experience 
or feedback has proven to be an effective approach. This is adaptive control, whether fuzzy 
or classical (21. Fuzzy control exploits lack of precision to deal with complex processes using 
approximate reasoning as humans do. Learning or adaptive control exploits the information 
available from the feedback of on-going experience. Control algorithms with these learning and 
processing capabilities like that of the human brain are the province of neural networks and 
learning automata in adaptive control [3]. 
We note with considerable interest that many of these ideas were touched upon by Bellman in 
his 1961 seminal work on adaptive control processes [4, p. 2041: 
. . . When we talk about learning in terms of the human operator, then we enter a field 
in which concepts and theories, results and experiments, alike are vague and ill-formed. 
How the human brain operates in storing and utilizing knowledge is a mystery far beyond 
the present level of neurological research. 
At present, the hope is not so much to study computers in order to learn something 
about the brain, but rather to study the brain so that we can learn how to construct 
really efficient computers. If we could combine the memory and reasoning capacity of 
the human brain with the accuracy of the computer, then we would have an instrument 
with which to tackle some of the fundamental problems of the universe. 
Fuzzy control methods have proven effective when the specifics of the plant are uncertain and 
standard modelling and control techniques cannot be used effectively [5]. Plant uncertainties 
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often arise in the case of complex, nonlinear, or imprecisely-defined processes. Deriving fuzzy 
control rules and membership functions is often difficult and time-consuming: rules are often 
obtained ad hoc, and the methods for developing membership functions are also often subjective 
and painstaking. More efficient and systematic methods for fuzzy controller synthesis are needed. 
Furthermore, problems of high-dimensionality are incurred in the implementation of controls for 
systems with multiple inputs and outputs. More efficient and systematic methods for knowledge 
acquisition and fuzzy controller synthesis are needed. Fuzzy adaptive controllers capable of 
learning from process data in order to generate a set of fuzzy control rules (as well as incorporating 
rules derived from experts, a.nd that can continue to improve performance as the control process 
evolves) could address this need and offer significant advantages. An exposition of fuzzy adaptive 
control and an outline of several current lines of research in this area are presented in this paper. 
Particular focus is given to methods which combine the learning capabilities of neural networks 
with fuzzy logic control, as these appear to be the most promising. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF FUZZY ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
A fuzzy controller consists of a rule base or fuzzy relation between the fuzzy sets for the plant 
states and those of the control variables, together with a fuzzifier and defuzzifier (see Figure 1). 
Rule Base 
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An example fuzzy control rule is, “if plant state z is positive large, then control u is negative 
medium.” The rule base is then a collection of such rules using fuzzy subsets Ai of the state 
grades in grades in 
each fuzzy each fuzzy 
subset of state subset of control 
space space 
Figure 1. Block diagram of fuzzy control. 
space and fuzzy subsets Bj of the control space: 
if x in Alj, then u is B1, 
if x in AZ,, then u is Bai 
if x in A,, , then u. is B,:, . 
A set of control rules can be expressed as a fuzzy relation between the fuzzy sets for the plant 
states and control variables. The fuzzy relation can be represented as a relation matrix with 
entries from the interval [0, I]. The (i,j) entry gives the degree of relationship between the 
fuzzy set Ai and the fuzzy set Bj. Whether the control function is described by a fuzzy relation 
or by explicit rules, it is represented by some set of parameters describing the fuzzy sets and 
their relationships. These representations can, of course, be generalized for multiple inputs and 
outputs. 
In adaptive control, on-line measurement data from the process are used as feedback to the 
controller (see Figure 2). The behavior of the plant is used to continually update or adapt the 
parameters or rule-base used to compute the controls. Through this experience, the controller 
learns to improve its control or adapt to changing conditions. As mentioned above, fuzzy control 
methods are generally used when the specifics of the plant are not known; however, the desired 
plant behavior can often be expressed in terms of optimizing some type of objective function or 
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performance index [6]. If the plant is not known, however, then it is difficult to relate the desired 
performance to the possible states of the plant, so the conventional methods of optimal control 
cannot be used. However, it is possible to observe the performance of the plant in operation and 
use that information to adapt the control function parameters in order to attempt to optimize 
the plant performance according to the performance index. 
Parameters q ADAPTER1 
ESTIMATOR + 
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4 Input u output y 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of adaptive control 
Fuzzy adaptive control belongs to a class of adaptive control strategies called self-tuning regu- 
lators (STR), which involves estimation of parameters of the plant or of the compensator block in 
a feedback loop with the plant. Fuzzy control is, in particular, direct adaptive STR control, using 
Astrom’s terminology, since the parameters of the compensator are estimated directly instead of 
estimating plant parameters and then deriving a compensator from those [7]. The compensator 
structure is embodied in the means used to implement the fuzzy control rules, such as a fuzzy 
relation. The parameters of that structure (e.g., the fuzzy relation matrix entries) and hence, the 
control rules, are recursively updated in time. 
3. FUZZY ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
WITHOUT NEURAL NETWORKS 
There have been some results on adaptive fuzzy controllers, known as linguistic self-organizing 
controllers. Procyk and Mamdani [8] pioneered this line of work (see Figure 3). 
Figure 3. The self-organizing controller of Procyk and Mamdani. 
The signal T at time t is the correction to the control signal used at an earlier time time 
step. This can be added to that control signal to get what the control should have been. To 
modify the control rule base, this quantity is fuzzified and combined, using fuzzy logic with 
every control rule affected, i.e., all those activated by the given plant state as a rule antecedent. 
The rule modification requires a large amount of storage, lengthy execution time, and tedious 
“book-keeping” tasks in managing long lists of rules. 
Others have published results based on the Procyk and Mamdani model [g-11]. Of particular 
note is the work on “self-tuning” improvement for fuzzy controllers [12]. Xu and Lu [13] as well 
as Araki et al. [14] developed adaptive rule-modification procedures for system identification. 
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However, these methods are said to, inter alia, “. . . suffer from some drawbacks such as high 
computation time, high memory storage requirements and complex rule modification procedures,” 
[15, p. 111-3591. Takagi and Sugeno [16] use linear models and fuzzy parameters to perform system 
identification of existing human control, but their system is not adaptive. These methods do not 
employ neural networks, rather they are attempts to make sequential, rule-based algorithms 
incorporate adaptive or learning capabilities, which has proven to be difficult. 
4. FUZZY ADAPTIVE NEURAL NETWORK CONTROL 
The manner in which neural networks represent information in the pattern of its weights and 
the consequent activation of its neurons is quite compatible with fuzzy logic. Neural networks 
are applicable to problems [17, pp. 94-951: 
. . where incoming information is often slightly inaccurate or incomplete and a choice 
must be made from many alternatives. . Each of the many possible solutions to a prob- 
lem can be thought of as a true-or-false proposition. . . When a conventional [algorithm] 
solves the problem, it goes through each proposition one by one and determines whether 
that proposition is true. . . A neural net making a decision doesn’t consider whether these 
individual propositions are strictly true or false. Instead, each proposition has weight, 
which might be characterized as the strength of the network’s ‘opinion’ as to whether 
it is true or false. 
A single neuron, illustrated in Figure 4, consists of an element with multiple inputs and a 
single output related by a relatively simple transfer function. Typically, the output is given by an 
“C-shaped function (called a sigmoid function, accordingly) of the weighted sum of the inputs. In 
some fuzzy applications, the fuzzy logic operators minimum and maximum replace multiplication 
and the limited sum (limited by the sigmoid function) [18]. Th e weights are parameters which 
are usually set by some type of training or learning process. The output is called the activation 
of the neuron. A system of neuron elements connected together comprise a neural network. 
n inputs S = mUi (min(w,, Xi)) 
Figure 4. A neuron; s = c wi xi, or s = mFx{min(wi, q)}. 
z 
Neural networks can be used to very directly and naturally implement the elements of fuzzy 
sets and fuzzy logic. The labels of fuzzy sets, which are classes of objects in which the transition 
from membership to nonmembership is gradual rather than abrupt, can be expressed in terms 
of the degrees of neural activation. The activation of a neuron can be viewed as an indication of 
its degree of confidence that an associated feature is present, the proportion of a feature that is 
present, the degree to which a proposition is true (rather than just “true or false”), or the degree 
of membership of a feature or object in a particular class (fuzzy set). 
Fuzzy logic provides a means for linking the symbolic processing of linguistic constructs and 
qualitative relationships with numeric computations, both essential to real-world tasks, using 
precise algorithmic manipulations of quantitative information [19, p. 2231. In the area of fuzzy 
control, neural networks are very suitable instruments for implementing this linkage in two key 
ways [20, p. 141. First, the activation of a neuron can implement a membership function which 
gives a measure of compatibility of a particular set of numeric data with a qualitative entity, such 
as the linguistic label “negative big” for the process state z (19, p. 231. A neural network can 
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be trained to synthesize the membership functions representing a whole set of linguistic terms. 
This method has been used to construct membership functions that are not as arbitrary and 
subjective. Second, process data can be used to train the network to generate fuzzy control rules 
when the set of rules is otherwise difficult to know or construct a priori using algorithms that 
modify the weights which can encode the control rules. 
Neural networks have been proposed as a means to implement fuzzy controllers [21-291. In 
these studies, the linguistic labels for process state and control variables are presumed already 
given, and it is the “if-then” associations between these which are learned. The learning requires 
either that at least some of the rules are already obtained by other methods, or it requires that 
there exist a set of training data consisting of state-control pairs, where the control is provided 
by another controller. Thus, these are not on-line adaptive controllers. In the work by Yamaoka 
and Mukaidono [30], feed-forward networks with pre-determined fuzzy sets are used to identify 
the process as a fuzzy rules relation using input-output pairs, but from such a model the control 
must yet be derived. 
There has been some development of controllers that work from on-line process data. In [15], 
control rules are learned when none are known a priori, but a set of performance evaluation 
rules and at least a crude model of the plant must already be known. A self-organizing neural 
network controller of limited applicability is reported by Nakanishi [31]. Jang [32] has presented 
a generally-applicable adaptive fuzzy controller which learns both membership functions and an 
arbitrary set of control rules on-line. It uses back-propagation networks; and it requires that 
a good parametric model of the plant be known. Yamaguchi [33] used an unsupervised neural 
network to learn membership functions directly from process data, but the number of rules and 
their form are pre-established and limited by the requirement of considerable knowledge of the 
systems derived by other means; furthermore, learning the rules requires supervised training. 
These methods are based on error back-propagation, which requires a very rich information 
in the form of errors as feedback rather than simply a performance measure. Providing this 
type of feedback requires either a training set of data (which would not be on-line adaptive 
control), or some kind of model of the system. However, one of the primary motivations for using 
adaptive control and for using fuzzy control is uncertain knowledge about the plant. Several 
neuron layers and nonlinear functions are usually required to implement the functions required 
for practical control, and the computational burden of back-propagation for large systems can 
become problematic. Back-propagation, which is essentially the repeated application of the 
derivative chain rule, can run into problems if the error function is not appropriately smooth 
with respect to the plant states and controls, or if it is not unimodal. 
There have been some results with reinforcement learning from on-line process data, which 
require only a scalar performance signal rather than an error signal for every output. Lee [34] 
extended the work of Barto and Sutton [35] to a fuzzy reinforcement learning scheme with an 
adaptive critic; this work used predefined membership functions for the states, and the training 
essentially adjusted the location but not the shape or spread of the control membership functions. 
It is difficult to scale-up this method to multiple inputs and outputs. Berenji [36] has reported a 
modified back-propagation network that uses reinforcement learning in a controller which refines 
pre-established rules, but does not generate control from scratch. Lin and Lee [37] present a 
fuzzy adaptive controller which also uses back-propagation of a “reinforcement error” obtained 
using Sutton’s temporal differences method. It develops control rules by adapting an initial 
set of membership functions for both the input states and the output controls. Initially, the 
fuzzy intervals uniformly cover the state and control spaces, then these are adapted in shape and 
location so that they match up according to a set of rules which tend to optimize the performance 
reinforcement signal. This method appears promising. However, the only reported results to date 
are for the inverted-pendulum problem; it was reported that the controller successfully balances 
the pole in a few runs, but how well the controller actually learns the control law for an entire 
state space has not yet been shown. While these controllers do not require a model of the plant 
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that gives its states, they use a model of the plant performance index (called an adaptive critic). 
They also share some of the computational issues of the error-back-propagation methods. 
Esogbue and Murrell [38] have recently reported a fuzzy adaptive controller using reinforcement 
learning. The controller does not use back-propagation; rather, it employs novel extensions of 
self-organizing map algorithms and stochastic learning automata algorithms implemented in a 
neural network type of structure that learns the actual fuzzy relation between state and control 
and adapts the membership functions according to a performance-based reinforcement signal 
derived directly from the plant as it is available (thus not requiring an adaptive critic). Their 
results show that the controller can learn the control law throughout a defined state space for 
the inverted-pendulum problem. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although these results are useful and impressive, more research is needed in developing fuzzy 
controllers that learn unsupervised from experience, especially in the area of multiple input/ 
multiple output processes. It should be possible for a controller to generate effective control rules 
and membership functions using on-line plant data [39, p. 981: 
Learning in uncertain or unknown environments, particularly autonomous or unsuper- 
vised learning, is an essential component for any intelligent system. The ability to garner 
new information, process it, and increase the understanding and capability of the system 
is crucial to the performance of autonomous intelligent systems. Such systems should 
be able to learn in an unsupervised situation by experimentation, classification, and 
recognition of similarity, and to generalize and apply appropriate previous solutions or 
hypothesize new solutions to situations never before encountered by the system. 
Research is continuing in the direction of realizing controllers with such capabilities. This work 
is being undertaken by many of the authors cited here as well as others. This is a very active 
area of research and there are a number of papers that have come to our attention that we were 
not able to include in this review. 
To facilitate the use of the foregoing models and tools in meaningfully real life sized problems, 
it is imperative to inject, ab initio, optimization seeking techniques in the various configurations 
and designs. This will minimize otherwise thorny computational and implementation problems 
that usually plague such developments. Aspects of this discussion are considered in [40]. 
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